
Intelliverse Sales Accelerated Software dramatically increases the prospecting activities and results of 
salespeople - while providing management with real-time visibility and accurate management tracking.

Sales Accelerated Solutions

DILEMMA: 
People HATE making cold calls, but companies constantly need 
to work with new leads in order to bring in new business.

RESULT:
Dramatic Increase in Sales Output - by eliminating dialing and  
delivering more live conversations and opportunities in much less time.

SOLUTION: 
Intelliverse - Eliminates dialing and provides real-time 
activity reports to sales management.

Intelliverse Sales Accelerated Software dramatically increases the prospecting activities and results of 
salespeople - while providing management with real-time visibility and accurate management tracking.

ACTIVITY yields RESULTS
8Hours of Prospecting = Finished in 2Hours

FREE Trial

Start Yo
ur

TODAY!

2week

On-demand stats for your entire team

List dialing and click-to-dial

Improve response time of inbound leads

Track dials, call dispositions and meetings set

Ensure every lead is called at least 5 times

With Real-time Analytics:

Why Sales Acceleration?

Intelliverse  |  1.888.INTELLI (468-3554)  |  www.intelliverse.com

MORE CONVERSATIONS  |  INCREASED OPPORTUNITIES  |  BETTER OUTCOMES

Intelliverse Analytics

Increase Sales Productivity by 

Generate      

42%

200-400% More Conversations



Intelliverse is a global leader in sales accelerated enterprise software and managed services. The Company's 
patent-pending Sales Acceleration software makes outside and inside sales teams more effective. Lead 
Generation and Marketing Automation Managed Services enable businesses to focus on closing sales by relying on 
Intelliverse for upper funnel activities, such as appointment setting and lead qualification. Intelliverse has been delivering 
reliable, scalable and flexible services for three decades. Helping our customers beat their sales and revenue goals 
inspires us to continually explore the most innovative solutions and remain relevant. Coincidentally, it also helps our 
customers fall and stay in love with our solutions.

facebook.com/Intelliverse twitter.com/Intelliverse youtube.com/user/Intelliverse linkedin.com/company/Intelliverse plus.google.com/+Intelliverse

Features
DELIVERY: Innovative tool eliminates dialing and seamlessly delivers decision makers directly to sales reps

INBOUND: Convert more inbound callers into customers with powerful inbound call handling features

MANAGEMENT DATA: Full access of all calls, leads and recordings made by your sales team

LOCAL PRESENCE: Significantly increases response rates using a local calling access number 

CLICK-to-DIAL: Automatically calls, dials and logs all calls for increased effciency

CRM: Fully integrates with your CRM,  Automated Activity Logging = Accurate Management Data

PLAY-N-GO VOICEMAIL: Leave the perfect sales voicemail with pre-recorded, consistent & customized messages

GAMIFICATION: Drive healthy competition using game mechanics and CRM data to amplify performance

EMAIL TRACKER: Know WHEN your email was opened, WHERE it was opened and on WHAT device
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Benefits

INCREASE Conversations 
& Productivity

ACCELERATE Revenue

AMPLIFY Engagement 
& Performance

GENERATE A Complete 
Sales Pipeline

IT’S A GAME CHANGER!

ELIMINATE Dialing

How much more REVENUE will we bring you?
Check out our ROI Calculator at Intelliverse.com/ROI

COMPATIBILITY: Works with your existing CRM systems, including Salesforce.com and Microsoft Dynamics

REAL-TIME TRANSPARENCY: Monitors daily activities, such as dials, connections and conversations made


